Abstract. -We study the behaviour of random labelled and unlabelled cographs with n vertices as n tends to infinity. Our main result is a novel probabilistic limit in the space of graphons.
Introduction
The collection of cographs may be characterized as the smallest class of finite simple graphs that contains the graph with one vertex and is closed under taking complements and forming finite disjoint unions. Further characterizations and structural properties are known, see Golumbic (2004, Thm. 13 .7), Corneil, Lerchs and Burlingham (1981, Thm. 2) , and references given therein. In particular, cographs are related to separable permutations, which received recent attention in Bassino, Bouvel, Féray, Gerin and Pierrot (2018) and Borga, Bouvel, Féray and Stufler (2019) . Cographs were also studied from an enumerative viewpoint, see for example Ravelomanana and Thimonier (2001) , and from an algorithmic viewpoint, see for example Bretscher, Corneil, Habib and Paul (2008) . They have some relevance in computer science, as certain hard computational problems may be solved in polynomial time if the input is restricted to the class of cographs, see Kona and Sadagopan (2019) and references given therein.
The present work studies the typical properties of random cographs with many vertices. The models under consideration are the graph G n drawn uniformly at random among all cographs with vertices labelled from 1 to n, and the graph U n chosen uniformly among all cographs with n unlabelled vertices. Our main result states convergence in probability of these models interpreted as random elements in the space of graphons. We recall the essentials of this space in Section 2 and refer the reader to the book by Lovász (2012) and references given therein for details. Here and throughout the rest we use the usual notation p −→ and d −→ for convergence in probability and distribution as n tends to infinity. The limit object is defined in Definition 4.1 below. We expect it to be universal in the sense that it, and tiltet variants (W p ) 0<p<1 of it, arise as limits of a variety of models of dense random graphs. The proof of our main result uses a result by Diaconis and Janson (2008, Cor. 3.2) to reduce the task to distributional convergence of the subgraph induced by any fixed number of randomly selected vertices (or equivalently convergence in probability of induced homomorphism densities). Our main contribution is in the unlabelled case. The bijection between cographs and cotrees relates this to study of heights in trees induced by uniformly selected leaves in a random Pólya tree A n with n leaves, where each internal vertex has outdegree at least 2. Using a relation between Pólya structures and branching processes discovered in Panagiotou and Stufler (2018) and the framework of unlabelled enriched trees from Stufler (2018) , we relate the study of A n to the study of a reducible 2-type GaltonWatson tree T n conditioned on producing n leaves. We then proceed to give an extension of the skeleton decomposition of Aldous (1993) to a general setting of reducible 2-type Galton-Watson trees (also called sesqui-type trees), similar to the one recently given in Borga, Bouvel, Féray and Stufler (2019) . See Theorem 6.6. As a special case, this translates to an (extended) skeleton decomposition for the Pólya tree A n . This entails for any integer k ≥ 1 a local limit theorem for the shape and distances in the tree spanned by the root of A n and k uniformly and independently selected leaves. The bijection between cographs and cotrees then allows us to transfer this to convergence of subgraphs induced by uniformly selected vertices in U n . We note that the study of various models of unordered unlabelled trees conditioned to have large number of vertices has received growing attention in recent literature, see Marckert and Miermont (2011) , Haas and Miermont (2012) , Panagiotou and Stufler (2018), Stufler (2019+) .
2. Induced subgraph densities and graphons 2.1. Graph limits. -We follow closely the presentation by Diaconis and Janson (2008) . All graphs considered in the present work are simple. If G is a finite graph and v 1 , . . . , v k is a sequences of vertices in G, we let G(v 1 , . . . , v k ) denote the graph with vertex set [k] := {1, . . . , k} such that elements i, j ∈ [k] are adjacent if and only if v i and v j are. If G has at least k vertices we define
where the vertices v ′ 1 , . . . , v ′ k are selected uniformly at random without replacement. Given a graph H with vertex set [k], the induced subgraph density is defined by
We let U denote the countable class of all finite unlabelled graphs. For any unlabelled graph U ∈ U with k vertices we may select an arbitrary isomorphic graph H with vertex set [k] and define t ind (U, G) := t ind (H, G). By symmetry this does not depend on the choice of H and is hence well-defined. Hence we may consider the map
We letŪ denote the closure of the image τ ind (U ) under this mapping, and set U ∞ =Ū \ τ ind (U ). Note that [0, 1] U is a countable product of Polish spaces and hence Polish. This makes the closed subsetŪ a Polish space as well. The map t ind (H, ·) : U →Ū has a unique extensionŪ →Ū that we also denote by t ind (H, ·).
Lemma 2.1 (Diaconis and Janson (2008, Thm. 3.1, Cor 3.2 
))
The following statements are equivalent for any sequence (C n ) n≥1 of random (unlabelled) graphs whose number of vertices v(C n ) satisfies v(C n ) p −→ ∞.
1. C n converges weakly to some random element Γ ofŪ . 2. For any family (H i ) 1≤i≤ℓ of finite graphs the vector (t ind (H i , C n )) 1≤i≤ℓ converges weakly. 3. For any finite graph H ∈ U the density t ind (H, C n ) converges weakly. 4. For any finite graph H ∈ U the average density E[t ind (H, C n )] converges.
The limits are necessarily given by (t ind (H i , Γ)) 1≤i≤ℓ , t ind (H, Γ), and E[t ind (H, Γ)]. Moreover, if we require Γ in the first condition to be deterministic, then an analogous statement holds with weak convergence replaced by convergence in probability in all conditions.
2.2.
Graphons. -The presentation in this section follows the comprehensive account on graphons in the book by Lovász (2012) . A graphon (the name comes from the contraction of "graph-function") may be defined as a symmetric measurable function
We call graphons V and W weakly isomorphic, if there exist measure preserving maps f and g fro the unit interval to itself such that V (f (x), g(y)) = W (f (x), g(y)) almost everywhere. We let W S denote the collection of graphons viewed up to weak isomorphism. Let G be a graph with vertices v 1 , . . . , v n . We interpret G as a graphon W G by setting it equal to 1 on all squares of the form ](a − 1)/n, a/n[ × ](b − 1]/n, b/n[ with integers 1 ≤ a, b ≤ n such that v a and v b are adjacent. The function is extended to the unit square by setting it equal to zero everywhere else.
Let H be a graph with vertices w 1 , . . . , w k . For integers 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k we write i ∼ j if w i and w j are adjacent, and otherwise i ≁ j. The induced subgraph density t ind (H, U ) is defined by sampling k points X 1 , . . . , X k of the unit square uniformly and independently at random, and setting
. Note that interpreting finite graphs as graphons is compatible with the two induced subgraph frequency definitions:
Several equivalent metrics such as the cut metric δ or the sampling metric δ samp are in use on the collection W S , see Lovász (2012) for details. A sequence V 1 , V 2 , . . . of points in W S convergences to a point V ∈ W S with respect to any of these metrics if and only
is a homeomorphism, see Diaconis and Janson (2008, Rem. 6 .1). In Lemma 2.1, the assumption v(C n ) p −→ ∞ ensures that the limit Γ (if it exists) is almost surely an element of U ∞ . Hence:
Of course, if Γ (equivalently W ) is deterministic, then convergence in probability holds.
Cographs and cotrees
Cographs admit a bijective encoding as cotrees. We recall this fact following the presentation by Corneil, Lerchs and Burlingham (1981) .
A cotree is a rooted unordered tree where the leaves carry labels and the internal vertices carry signs (⊕ or ⊖). Each internal node is required to have at least 2 children. The signs along any path connecting the root and a leaf are required to alternate.
For any finite non-empty set X of labels there is a bijection φ X between the cotrees with leaves labelled by that set, and the cographs with vertices labelled by X. Here a cotree consisting of a single labelled vertex corresponds to a cograph consisting of a single vertex with the same label. The general case is defined recursively. Given a vertex in a rooted tree, we may consider the fringe subtree at that vertex, which is the maximal subtree rooted at that vertex. We refer to the fringe subtrees at offspring of the root as branches. A cotree whose root carries a ⊖-sign corresponds to the graph union of the cographs corresponding its branches. A cotree whose root carries a ⊕-sign corresponds to the join operation of the cographs corresponding to its branches. That is, we form the union of these cographs and add an edge between any pair of vertices corresponding to different branches.
The correspondence between cotrees and cographs is known to be compatible with graph isomorphisms, that is, unlabelled cographs correspond bijectively to unlabelled cotrees. The following easy observation expresses how adjacency in the cograph is reflected in the cotree.
Proposition 3.1. -Two vertices in a cograph are adjacent if and only if their lowest common ancestor in the corresponding cotree has label ⊕.
The limit object
Proposition 3.1 motivates the following generalization of the bijection between cographs and cotrees. We define the class of generalized cotrees in the same way as the class of cotrees, but without requiring the signs to alternate on paths from the root to leaves. For any generalized cotree D we let ψ(D) denote the graph whose vertex set is the set of leaves of D, such that two points are adjacent if and only if their lowest common ancestor in D has label ⊕.
Given k ≥ 1 a proper k-tree is a (planted) plane tree that has precisely k leaves, labelled from 1 to k. The root of a proper k-tree is required to have outdegree 1 and all other internal nodes have outdegree 2. There are 2 k−1 k−1 i=1 (2i − 1) such trees, and each has 2k − 1 edges. We let R k denote the uniformly at random selected proper k-tree. The tree R k was shown by Aldous (1993) to be the limiting distribution of the genealogical structure of k uniformly selected vertices of large random trees that lie in the universality class of the Brownian tree.
Let 0 < p < 1 be a constant. We define a random generalized cotree D p k by snipping away the root and its only adjacent edge away from R k and assigning to each internal vertex a sign (⊕ or ⊖) according to an independent coin flip that yields ⊕ with probability p. We let
denote the corresponding random graph. For each unlabelled graph H ∈ U we let H ′ denote a version with labels 1, . . . , v(H) and set q H,p := P(H p n = H ′ ). Note that this does not depend on the choice of H ′ .
Definition 4.1. -For each 0 < p < 1 we let W p denote the graphon corresponding to the family (q H,p ) H∈U under the homeomorphism (2.4).
Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 entail that a sequence (C n ) n≥1 of random finite graphs satisfies
The motivation for defining this family of tiltings of W 1/2 is that similarly tilted objects called the Brownian separable permutons are known to arise for classes of random permutations, see Bassino, Bouvel, Féray, Gerin, Maazoun and Pierrot (2017) and Bassino, Bouvel, Féray, Gerin, Maazoun and Pierrot (2019) . This motivates the question, whether graphons from the family (W p ) 0<p<1 arise for other models of dense random graphs as well.
Random labelled cographs
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 for the labelled case. The unlabelled case, which constitutes the main input of the present work, is treated in Section 6. Consider the collection T of unordered rooted trees where each internal vertex has outdegree at least 2. A cotree with at least 3 vertices is obtained in a unique way from such a tree by choosing the sign of the root (⊕ or ⊖) and propagating the signs of the remaining vertices according to the parity of their height. We consider the exponential generating series T (z) where z marks the number of leaves. It is easy to see that
This characterizes this class as a special case of so called Schröder-enriched parenthesizations, see Ehrenborg and Méndez (1994) . By a general principle (that in this special case is also easy to verify directly) given in Stufler (2016, Lem. 6.7 and following paragraphs), we obtain the following sampling procedure:
Lemma 5.1. -For n ≥ 3 we may generate the random cograph G n as follows.
1. Let τ n denote a Galton-Watson tree conditioned on having n leaves with a critical offspring distribution η being given by
We label the leaves of τ n from 1 to n in a uniformly at random selected way. 2. Determine the sign of the root of τ n according to a fair coin flip. We propagate the signs of the remaining vertices according to the parity of their height. That is, vertices receive the same sign of the root if and only if their height is even. 3. Apply the bijection from Section 3 to form a cograph.
The only properties of η we are going to use is that it has expected value E[η] = 1 and finite variance σ 2 η . We are now ready to prove our main theorem in the labelled case:
Proof of Theorem 1.1 in the labelled case. -Let k ≥ 1 be given and choose vertices v 1 , . . . , v k of G n uniformly and independently at random without replacement. By Proposition 3.1 we know that v i and v j are adjacent if and only if the lowest common ancestor of the corresponding leaves in τ n is labelled with ⊕. This depends only on the sign of the root o of τ n and the parity of the height of the lowest common ancestor. The asymptotic behaviour of the subtree τ n o, v 1 , . . . , v k spanned by o and the marked vertices is known: Consider the subset S n ⊂ τ n o, v 1 , . . . , v k of essential vertices, given by the vertices o, v 1 , . . . , v k and the lowest common ancestors of any subset of these vertices. Naturally we obtain a tree structure on S n from the tree structure on τ n o, v 1 , . . . , v k .
The tree τ n o, v 1 , . . . , v k is obtained from the tree S n of essential vertices by blowing up each edge e into a path of some length s e . It was shown in Borga, Bouvel, Féray and Stufler (2019, Lem. 4 .1) in a more general context that S n converges in distribution to the random proper k-tree R k . In particular, S n has with high probability 2k −1 edges. We may enumerate them in a canonical way and let s 1 , . . . , s k denote the length of the corresponding paths in τ n o, v 1 , . . . , v k . It was also shown in the cited result that the vector s n = (s i ) 1≤i≤2k−1 admits a scaling limit
with the distribution of s having density
For each integer s we let par(s) denote the parity (even or odd) of its length. The corresponding local limit theorem Borga, Bouvel, Féray and Stufler (2019, Lem. 4.2) for √ P(η=0)ση √ n s n entails that the vector (par(s i )) 1≤i≤2k−1 converges in distribution to 2k − 1 independent fair coin flips. Consequently, the parity of the heights (par(h τn (x)) x∈Sn\{o} ) converges to a vector of 2k − 2 independent fair coin flips. By the definition of H 1/2 k , this entails
As this holds for all k ≥ 1, G n p −→ W 1/2 follows by Condition (4.1).
We remark that Aldous (1993) proved a central limit theorem as in (5.3) and also a corresponding local limit theorem for critical Galton-Watson trees (with a finite variance branching mechanism) conditioned on having n vertices. The results from Borga, Bouvel, Féray and Stufler (2019, Lem 4.1, Lem. 4 .2) that we applied here to τ n (a Galton-Watson tree with n leaves) are extensions of his work.
Random unlabelled cographs
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 for the unlabelled case. In principle we pursue a similar strategy as for the labelled case, but the dealing with the symmetries of cographs requires us to use methods for Pólya structures Panagiotou and Stufler (2018) and unlabelled enriched trees Stufler (2018) , and to establish another extension of the skeleton decomposition by Aldous (1993) .
6.1. Enumerative preliminaries. -We let A denote the class of unlabelled unordered rooted trees where each internal vertex has outdegree at least 2. By the discussion in Section 3, for any n ≥ 3 there is a 1 : 2 correspondence between trees from A with n leaves and unlabelled cographs with n vertices. We let A(z) denote the ordinary generating series of the class A where z counts the number of leaves. Any element from A is either a tree consisting of a single vertex or a multiset of at least 2 branches from A dangling from a root vertex. This yields
We may rewrite this as A(z) = E(z, A(z)) for
The following asymptotic is well known, see for example Ravelomanana and Thimonier (2001) . We are going to use some of the intermediate steps in the proof later on.
with 0 < ρ < 1 and
Here E z , E y , and E yy denote partial derivatives.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. -Equation (6.1) entails that A(z) ≥ z and consequently
Hence it is not possible that A(t) < ∞ for some t > 1, because substituting z = t would mean that the left hand side of this inequality is finite but the right hand side isn't. In other words, A(z) has radius of convergence ρ ≤ 1. Equation (6.1) also entails that A(z) ≥ cA(z) 2 for some constant c > 0. Hence it is not possible that A(ρ) = ∞, because then we could find a value z = ρ − ǫ for some ǫ > 0 for which the left hand side of this inequality is bigger than the right hand side. Having verified that A(ρ) < ∞, Inequality (6.5) also entails that ρ < 1, since the sum inside of the exponential function would be infinite for z = ρ otherwise. Moreover, ρ = 0 is not possible, as the coefficient [z n ]A(z) is bounded by the number of plane trees with n leaves, and their generating series is known to have positive radius of convergence. Summing up, we have shown that 0 < ρ < 1 and
Inequalities (6.6) and (6.7) allow us to apply standard enumerative results, see Bell, Burris and Yeats (2006, Thm. 28) 
for c A being given by the expression in (6.4). Note that by Pringsheim's theorem the function A(z) may not be analytically continued to a neighbourhood of ρ. Hence by the implicit function theorem it must hold that the function H(z, y) := y − E(z, y) satisfies
This completes the verification of Equation (6.4).
6.2. An enriched tree sampling procedure. -Proposition 6.1 allows us to define a random vector (ξ, ζ) ∈ N 0 × N 0 with generating series
Note that (ξ, ζ) has finite exponential moments by (6.7), that is for some ǫ > 0
Moreover, Equation (6.4) entails
We let T denote a Galton-Watson tree with two types of vertices, blue and red. Red vertices are infertile. Blue vertices generate offspring according to an independent copy of (ξ, ζ), with ξ corresponding to blue offspring and ζ to red offspring. Of course, T always starts with a blue root. Note that we care about the order of children with the same type, but not about the order between children with a different type.
We are going to make use of a blow-up construction. Suppose that for each pair (a, b) ∈ N 0 ×N 0 that the vector (ξ, ζ) assumes with positive probability, we are given a random forest F a,b of rooted plane trees with precisely b leaves in total. In order to not get confused we colour the vertices of this forest green. Let's say T is a fixed (blue,red)-coloured tree that the GaltonWatson tree T assumes with positive probability. We transform the tree T into a (blue,green)-coloured tree Λ(T ) by performing the following three steps for each blue vertex v of T . Note that these local modifications do not change the blue subtree of T .
The tree Γ(T) is a 2-type plane tree with vertices coloured blue and green according to their type. We let A(Γ(T)) denote the result of applying a "forgetful functor" that reduces this to a rooted unordered unlabelled tree. We let ℓ(·) denote the function that sends a tree (or a forest) to its number of leaves. The following Lemma is based on hidden branching processes in Pólya structures discovered in Panagiotou and Stufler (2018) .
Lemma 6.2. -There is a family of random finite forests (F a,b ) a,b such that A(Λ(T)) follows the Boltzmann distribution
The distribution of the family (F a,b ) a,b is rather technical, but it will be described in the proof. Its existence suffices for the proof our main theorem, which is why we present Lemma 6.2 in this way.
What is important is the big picture, that may be summarized by the following three points: First, the uniform unlabelled cograph U n with n ≥ 3 vertices may be generated by sampling a uniform A-tree A n with n leaves, assigning signs to its vertices according to a single fair coin flip, and applying the bijection from Section 3. Second, the tree A n may be generated by conditioning A(Λ(T)) on producing a tree with n leaves, which is equivalent to conditioning T on ℓ(T) = n. That is,
for T n := (T | ℓ(T) = n). Third, T being a sesqui-type branching tree, this opens the door to methods for branching processes and random walk.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. -Boltzmann sampling methods (Duchon, Flajolet, Louchard and Schaeffer (2004) ; Bodirsky, Fusy, Kang and Vigerske (2011); Flajolet, Fusy and Pivoteau (2007) ) allow us to translate the specification (6.1) mechanically into a process for generating trees from A at random. This results for each parameter 0 < x ≤ ρ in a recursive procedure ΓA(x) that samples a random tree from A with the Boltzmann distribution
For each k ≥ 0 we let S k denote the symmetric group of degree k. Note that S 0 has a single trivial element. For any permutation σ and any integer i ≥ 1 we let σ i denote the number of cycles of length i. For example, σ 1 corresponds to the fixed points. The procedure is defined as follows.
1. Start with a single root vertex v. 2. Draw a random permutation γ that assumes a value σ ∈ k≥0 S k with probability
Here s 1 , s 2 , . . . denote formal variables and [s Note that we do nothing in step 3 if and only if the random permutation γ drawn in step 2 equals the trivial permutation from S 0 . Of course, we need to justify that the recursive procedure ΓA(x) terminates almost surely and samples according to the distribution (6.15). A justification is given by Bodirsky, Fusy, Kang and Vigerske (2011, Thm. 4 .2) in a more general context for classes that may be recursively specified as in (6.1) using operations such as sums and multiset classes. Proposition 6.1 allows us to start the process with parameter x = ρ. Let us colour the root (generated in step 1) of ΓA(ρ) and each recursive call to ΓA(ρ) blue. The vertex generated in the first step of any call to ΓA(ρ i ) for i ≥ 2 gets coloured green. Note that the result is a tree where any green vertex has only green descendants. That is, it consists of a tree of blue vertices, where each (blue) vertex v is connected via single edges to a forest F (v) of green trees. Compare with Panagiotou and Stufler (2018, Fig. 1) .
We let f denote the number of blue offspring of the root of ΓA(ρ), and F the green forest attached to the root. We may reformulate the procedure ΓA(ρ) as follows. Start with a blue vertex that is marked unvisited. In each step, we select an arbitrary unvisited blue vertex which is then marked as visited and receives blue unvisited offspring and a green forest according to an independent copy of (f , F). These steps are repeated until the process dies out.
The pair (f , ℓ(F)) is distributed like the vector (ξ, ζ) described in Equation (6.10). Defining for all pairs (a, b) ∈ N 0 × N 0 with P((ξ, ζ) = (a, b)) > 0 the conditioned forest F a,b = (F | (f , ℓ(F))) to be independent from (ξ, ζ), it holds that
follows the Boltzmann distribution from Equation (6.15) for x = ρ.
6.3. Spooky scary skeletons. -The skeleton decomposition by Aldous (1993) is a local limit theorem for the subtree spanned by any fixed number of random vertices in a critical Galton-Watson tree (subject to a finite variance constraint on the branching mechanism) conditioned on having a large number of vertices.
In this section we are going to extend his result (following closely his arguments) to conditioned sesqui-type trees (2-type Galton-Watson trees where only one type is fertile) and obtain additional information on the vicinity of the joints. A similar extension was recently given in Borga, Bouvel, Féray and Stufler (2019) for mono-type Galton-Watson trees conditioned on having a large number of vertices with outdegree in some fixed set. The limits we are going to establish in this section also generalize earlier results by Stufler (2018, Thm. 27, Thm. 24) , that describe the o( √ n)-neighbourhood of the vicinity of a fixed or random root in sesqui-type trees and related random unlabelled graphs and trees, including Pólya trees. Throughout this section, we let T denote a general sesqui-type tree with a non-degenerate offspring distribution η := (ξ, ζ) satisfying Conditions (6.11) and (6.12). We additionally make the aperiodicity assumption
We keep the notation that vertices of the first type are coloured blue, and vertices of the infertile second type are coloured green. We let T n denote the result of conditioning T on having n leaves. Of course, we will later go back to applying this result to the specific offspring distribution described in Equation (6.10). However, stating our extension in this more general form comes at no extra cost and may prove useful in other contexts, as sesqui-type trees have received some attention in recent literature such as Janson, Riordan and Warnke (2017) , and are connected to the behaviour of a variety of random objects, such as Achlioptas processes and random unlabelled graphs Stufler (2018) .
6.3.1. Preliminary properties of T. -The blue subtree of T follows the law of a mono-type Galton-Watson tree with offspring law ξ. Assumption (6.12) entails that it is critical, and hence almost surely finite. It follows that T is almost surely finite. Moreover, each leaf of the blue subtree has a constant independent non-zero chance of being a leaf of T. As the number of leaves of the blue subtree is (like for every critical mono-type Galton-Watson tree) heavytailed, it follows that the number Z of leaves in T is heavy-tailed as well. Hence the probability generating function Z(z) := E[z Z ] has radius of convergence ρ Z = 1. Letting f (z, w) = E[z ξ w ζ ] denote the bivariate probability generating function of the offspring distribution η, it holds that
We may rewrite this as
Assumption (6.11) ensures that for some ǫ > 0
Using the aperiodicity assumption (6.18), it follows by Bell, Burris and Yeats (2006, Thm. 28) 
. (6.23) Equation (6.22) implies that Z lies in the domain of attraction of the positive 1/2 stable law. For each n ≥ 0 we let S n denote the sum of n independent copies of Z. Setting (6.24) it follows by Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1954, Sec. 50 
Here g denotes the positive stable 1/2-density given by
6.3.2. The limit object. -We define the biased versions η • , η * , η • of the offspring distribution η with distribution given by
Conditions (6.11) and (6.12) ensure that these are well-defined probability distributions.
Let us provide some intuition for what we are about to do. If we choose a blue leaf of T n uniformly at random, then, by the waiting time paradox, we expected its parent to asymptotically behave like η • and not η. The reason being that vertices with many blue vertices are more likely candidates for being the parent. Likewise, if we choose a green leaf of T n uniformly at random, then its parent should behave like η • as n tends to infinity. Furthermore, we expect η * to quantify the asymptotic behaviour of the lowest common ancestor of two randomly selected leaves of T n , because such an ancestor would have two distinguished blue offspring vertices leading to the selected leaves. If we select a leaf in T n uniformly at random, our intuition is that it is blue with a probability tending to P(η = (0, 0))/(P(η = (0, 0)) + E[ζ]). Moreover, we expect the tree T n to lie in the universality class of the Brownian tree, implying that the genealogical structure of k uniformly selected leaves and the root is asymptotically quantified by the random proper k-tree R k defined in Section 4.
Guided by our intuition, we define a limit object and check convergence later. For any integers k, t ≥ 1 we construct a random 2-type tree T k,t with k distinguished leaves (with labels from 1 to k) as follows in three steps.
1. Stretch the skeleton. We select a vector s = (s i ) i ∈ R 2k−1 >0 at random with density
Next, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k − 1, we replace the ith edge of R k by a path of length 2t + 1 and label the middle edge with s i . 2. Paint the blow-up We colour all non-leaves of this blow-up blue. Each leaf of the blow-up is coloured blue with probability P(η = (0, 0))/(P(η = (0, 0)) + E[ζ]) and otherwise green. Let us denote the resulting coloured blow-up by B k . 3. Add local growth. Let v iterate over all vertices of B k that are not leaves. There are 3 cases:
(a) If v has a single blue offspring u, then v receives additional offspring according to an independent copy of η • − (1, 0). Each additional blue child becomes the root of an independent copy of T. The location of u among the additional blue childs of v is selected uniformly at random. (b) If v has a single green child u, then v receives additional offspring according to an independent copy of η • −(0, 1). The location of u among the additional green children of v is selected uniformly at random. Each additional blue child becomes the root of an independent copy of T. (c) If v has two blue children, then it receives additional offspring according to an independent copy of η * − (2, 0). The location of the pre-existing blue children u 1 and u 2 among the additional blue children is selected uniformly at random in a way that preserves the relative order between u 1 and u 2 . After v iterated over all vertices of B k we are left with a 2-type tree denoted by T k,t . We let e 1 , . . . , e 2k−1 denote the edges to which we assigned labels s 1 , . . . , s 2k−1 .
6.3.3. The skeleton decomposition. -Let us first describe the distribution of T k,t a bit more explicitly. Let T be a 2-type tree (with the second type being infertile) with k marked leaves that are labelled from 1 to k. The essential vertices of T consist of the root of T , the marked leaves, and the lowest common ancestors of any pair of marked leaves. Let R(T ) denote the tree induced on the collection of essential vertices. The tree S(T k,t ) obtained by contracting each of the 2k − 1 labelled edges has the property, that any two adjacent vertices in R(T k,t ) have distance precisely 2t in S(T k,t ).
Lemma 6.3. -Suppose that T has the property that R(T ) is a proper k-tree and any adjacent vertices in R(T ) have distance 2t in T . Then
Proof. -The tree R k used in the first step of the construction of T k,t is equal to R(T ) with probability (6.32) Conditional on this event, there are unique choices for each colouring in step 2 and each outdegree in step 3 so that S(T k,t ) = T .
Let (a, b) ∈ N × N 0 and 1 ≤ a 1 ≤ a be given. If a vertex receives offspring according to η • and we distinguish a uniformly selected blue offspring, then the probability to produce offspring (a, b) with precisely a 1 th blue vertex being distinguished is equal to P (η = (a, b) ).
Suppose that additionally a ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ a 1 < a 2 ≤ 2 are given. If a vertex receives offspring according to η * and we distinguish a uniformly selected 2-element subset of blue children, then probability for producing offspring (a, b) with precisely the a 1 th and a 2 th vertices being marked is equal to P(η = (a, b))2/V[ξ]. There are precisely k − 1 vertices in the construction of T k,t that receive offspring according to an independent copy of η * , hence each contributes an additional factor 2/V[ξ].
Likewise, each of the marked leaves contributes an additional factor 1/(P(η = (0, 0)) + E[ζ]). Hence, taking the product over all vertices in T , we arrive at the conditional probability
Taking the product of the probabilities in (6.32) and (6.33), we arrive at the formula (6.31).
The idea we want to express is that if t = t n = o( √ n) then T n looks asymptotically like the result of replacing for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k − 1 the edge e i in T k,t by some unspecified bi-pointed tree T i,n whose two root vertices have distance proportional to s i √ n (up to a constant factor that does not depend on i or n).
To this end, let ℓ = (ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ 2k−1 ) be a vector of positive integers and set |ℓ| = 2k−1 i=1 ℓ i . Suppose that T has the property that R(T ) is a proper k-tree and any adjacent vertices in R(T ) have distance 2t in T . We let ℓ(T ) denote the number of leaves of T . Let E n (T, ℓ) denote the set of finite 2-type trees with n leaves that have k marked leaves that are labelled from 1 to k and may be obtained from T by cutting open for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k − 1 the middle of the path corresponding to the ith edge of R(T ) and inserting an arbitrary tree T i such that the distance increases from 2t to 2t + ℓ i . That is, we insert a tree with a root and a marked leaf (of height ℓ i ) and identify one of the ends with the root and the other with the marked leaf.
Lemma 6.4. -Let v denote k leaves of T, labelled from 1 to k, that we select uniformly with replacement. Let (η • 1 (j), η • 2 (j)) j≥1 denote independent copies of η • . Then
Proof. -We let E * n (T, ℓ) ⊂ E n (T, ℓ) denote the subset of values that (T, v) attains with positive probability. An element X of E * n (T, ℓ) is fully characterized by the corresponding leaf-marked trees (T i ) 1≤i≤2k−1 . The probability for (T, v) to equal X is given by
Here T * i denotes the vertex set of the tree T i without the marked leaf. The outdegree d
(v) consists of number of blue offspring and green offspring of the vertex v in T i . Summing over all X ∈ E * n (T, ℓ) means that the family (T i ) 1≤i≤2k−1 ranges over leaf-marked 2-type trees subject to the constraint that the marked leaf in T i has colour blue and height ℓ i , and that the number of non-marked leaves in the T i sum up to n − ℓ(T ).
Each tree T i has a spine, given by the path connecting the root with the marked tree. The total number of non-marked leaves of T i is given by the green offspring along the spine plus the leaves of the trees attached to the blue offspring along the spine. Summing over all possible offspring-marked outdegrees along the spines, we obtain that Expression (6.35) equals
This expression may be viewed as the expectation of a conditional expectation. Hence it equals
We would like to compute the asymptotic behaviour of the probability in Equation (6.34).
Lemma 6.5. -It holds uniformly as n → ∞, |ℓ| = Θ( √ n), and ℓ(T ) = o(n) that
Since |ℓ| = Θ( √ n) and since η has finite exponential moments, it follows that there is a sequence ǫ n → 0 and constants 0 < δ < 1 and C, c > 0 such that
It follows by conditioning on (L 1 , L 2 ) and applying (6.25) that
By Equation (6.26) this yields Equation (6.37).
Having Lemmas 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 at hand, and knowing the probability for T to have n leaves from Equations (6.22) and (6.23), we obtain by an elementary calculation the following expression involving the density from Equation (6.30): Theorem 6.6. -It holds uniformly as n → ∞, |ℓ| = Θ( √ n), and ℓ(T ) = o(n) that
Here we let t(T ) denote the cutting distance corresponding to T , obtained by taking half of the distance in T between any pair of essential vertices that are neighbours in R(T ). Theorem 6.6 shows that R(T n , v) asymptotically behaves like a uniformly selected proper k-tree, that is (6.40) Theorem 6.6 also entails that the (with high probability 2k − 1 dimensional) vector of distances s(T n , v) corresponding to the distances between essential vertices in T n that are neighbours in R(T n , v) admits the distribution with density h(x) given in (6.30) as scaling limit, specifically
It is even a local limit theorem, as it entails that uniformly for ℓ = Θ( √ n) (6.42) In particular, the parities par(s(T n , v)) having (with high probability) values in {even, odd} 2k−1 satisfy par(s(T n , v)) (6.43) with (X i ) 1≤i≤2k−1 denoting a family of fair independent coin flips.
Lemma 6.7. -If t n = o( √ n) is a sequence of integers tending to infinity, then the number of leaves in S(T k,tn ) is o p (n).
Proof. -We use the notation from the proof of Lemma 6.5 and let (η * 1 (j), η * 2 (j)) j≥1 denote independent copies of η * . It follows from the construction of T k,tn that the number of leaves in S(T k,tn ) may stochastically be bounded by The second and third summand are o p (n) by Markov's inequality and t n = o(n). Concentration inequalities for sums of random variables with finite exponential moments ensure that the number of summands in the first term concentrates around t n . As t 2 n = o(n), it follows by bounds for sums of heavy tailed random variables given in Cline and Hsing (1989) that this bound is o p (n).
For t n = o( √ n) we may define S(T n , v n ) analogously to S(T k,tn ) by contracting the middle segments (and attached trees) on paths between essential vertices that are neighbours in R(T n , v n ). That is, we cut the path at two points, each having distance t n from its closest essential vertex, throw away the middle segment, and identify the two ends where we cut. Lemma 6.7 and Theorem 6.6 together imply that d TV (S(T k,tn ), S(T n , v)) → 0. (6.44) 6.4. Applying the skeleton decomposition to random unlabelled cographs. -Having done all preparations, we may treat the unlabelled case with little effort.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 in the unlabelled case. -The uniform unlabelled cograph U n with n ≥ 3 vertices may be generated from the random Pólya tree A n with n leaves by assigning signs (either ⊕ or ⊖) to its vertices, and applying the bijection from Section 3. The signs are determined by selecting the sign of the root according to a single fair coin flip, and letting the any other vertex have the same sign if and only if its height is even. Equation (6.14) states that A n d = A(Λ(T n )) may be generated by applying the Λ operator to a specific 2-type tree T n where the second type is infertile and the first has offspring distribution given in Equation (6.10). Conditions (6.11) and (6.12) allow us to apply the skeleton decomposition developed in the previous section. Hence, if we select a vector v n of n leaves of T n uniformly at random, then Equation (6.40) entails that the induced tree structure on the corresponding essential vertices converges in distribution to a uniformly selected proper k-tree. Equation (6.43) entails that the parity of the height of the essential non-root vertices converges to a vector of fair independent coin flips. It follows from Theorem 6.6 that the same holds for the tree A(Λ(T n )). By the definition of H 1/2 k , it follows that 
